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Revelstoke, British Columbia

welcome to

Selkirk
Tangiers
39 years of heli skiing
500,000 acres of exclusive terrain
unlimited package options

“ best

trip

ever!

“

40-60ft of annual snowfall

Day one is a warm-up. The real experience begins
when you wake up and get to do it all over again.
YOUR FIRST DAY OF HELI SKIING
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INTRODUCTION

PAUL MORRISON
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wake.

shred.
après.

repeat.
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YOUR FIRST
FIRST DAY
DAYOF
OFHELI-SKIING
HELI SKIING
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Classic Multi Day
Classics never go out of style.
World-class powder. New friends from around the
world. Après by a log fire and a soak in the openair spa overlooking the Monashee Mountains of
Revelstoke, BC. Or, as we call it, Day 1.
Guests have been enjoying our classic multi-day
package for over 35 years. The all-inclusive nature
of this option means we take care of every last
detail: from delivering gourmet meals and
providing beautifully appointed accommodations
in a cozy mountain lodge, to expertly leading your
group day after day through our massive and
varied terrain in the hunt for breathtaking turns
and an experience to last a lifetime. Let us
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welcome you into our home at the Hillcrest Hotel
and treat you to a heli ski vacation beyond your
wildest powder dreams!
All Classic Multi Day packages include:
►► Set

amount of vertical metres over 3, 5, or 6 heli ski

days (7 day packages available for full groups only)
►► Certified

ACMG/IFMGA Ski Guide

►► Equipment

rentals

►► All

meals and accommodations

►► Up

to 11 guests per group in a Bell 205 helicopter

►► Maximum

3 groups per helicopter

OUR GENERAL MANAGER

Heli skiing with STHS is a world-class experience. But I know
our success lies in exceeding our guests’ expectations not
only in the mountains but with their accommodation, meals,
and other services. When 98% of our customers plan to fly
with us again, I know we provide this experience every time.
My outstanding team has got this figured out!

Eriks Suchovs
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Small Groups
Incredible things come in small packages.
With the Small Group package, less truly is more:
more intimate, more flexible, and more likely to
raise the bar to lofty new heights when it comes
to planning the ultimate ski vacation.

personal level. Book a seat on your own or with
friends and family, and let us take care of the rest.

Like our Classic option, the Small Group package
is all-inclusive with an agenda that boasts
gourmet meals and après ski, beautiful
accommodations at the Hillcrest Hotel, and
endless powder days exploring the spectacular
Selkirk and Monashee Mountains surrounding
Revelstoke. With a maximum of five guests per
group, you will move at your own pace while
getting to know your fellow guests on a more

►► Set
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All Small Group packages include:
amount of vertical metres over 3-7 heli ski days

►► Certified

ACMG/IFMGA Ski Guide

►► Equipment

rentals

►► All

meals and accommodations

►► Up

to 4 guests per group in an A-Star helicopter

or 5 guests per group in a Bell 407 helicopter
(depending on availability)
►► Maximum

3 groups per helicopter

3 DAY SMALL GROUP GUEST, 2016

After researching options all over North America, we
“My favourite
soundtrack
to heli
skiingfor
is the whoops
selected
an STHS
Small Group
package
terrain, and yells
of closehistory,
friendsand
skiing
powder!
a small
groupand
you distill
location,
reviews.
TheWith
entire
experience
theexceeded
essence my
of heli
skiing andfrom
amplify
experience.
It’s life
trip
expectations,
the the
safety
training and
changing to
- just
aboutand
it puts
a big
goofy
equipment
thethinking
guides, pilots,
hotel
staff.
I willgrin
be on my face
and gets
mythis
heart
talking
about
trippumping.”
for years!

Colette
Poirier
Gerry
Gallagher
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Dream Star
Guaranteed to make dreams come true.
Set the pace, call the shots, and make the most
of your heli ski experience, whether that means
charging the steeps, taking it slow and steady, or
designing the ultimate family getaway.
Each Dream Star vacation is all-inclusive, yet fully
customizable and tailored to the needs of your
group. Based at the Hillcrest Hotel, this unique
option affords the luxury of choice and guarantees superior service in an intimate, personalized
package. We can even come to you with trips
based out of The Sutton Place Hotel at Revelstoke
Mountain Resort. Enjoy exclusive use of your
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private helicopter as our expert team of guides,
pilots, and service staff work with you to create
and deliver the experience of a lifetime.
All Dream Star packages include:
►► Set

amount of vertical metres over 3-7 heli ski days

►► Certified

ACMG/IFMGA Ski Guide

►► Equipment
►► Up

rentals, meals, and accommodations

to 4 guests per group in an A-Star helicopter or 5

guests per group in a Bell 407 helicopter (depending
on availability)
►► Exclusive

use of private helicopter

PROFESSIONAL SKIER

One of the main reasons we chose to shoot at STHS was
“Mythe
favourite
to heli
is the- whoops
that
terrain soundtrack
is massive and
hasskiing
everything
pillows, and yells
of close
friends
skiing
powder!
a small
group that
you distill
glades,
spines,
and
all-time
alpineWith
features.
Between
thethe
essence
of helisnow
skiing
and amplify
experience.
It’s life
and
consistent
quality,
it was anthe
obvious
decision
- just thinking
aboutfilming
it putsona big
goofywith
grin on my face
tochanging
spend a productive
2 weeks
location
and gets my
heart pumping.”
Matchstick
Productions
for ‘Ruin & Rose’.

Colette
Poirier
Mark
Abma
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Day Star
No compromises and no limits.
Get above the lift lines in your own private
helicopter with a handful of your closest friends.
Search for the perfect run with your personal
guide and pilot, moving at your own pace. Enjoy
après ski by a roaring fire as the sun dips behind
the mountains surrounding Revelstoke, BC. In
other words, seize the day.
Our Day Star option is ideal for those who seek
the benefits of a private group experience in a
single day of skiing. This package is based out
of either the Hillcrest Hotel or The Sutton Place
Hotel at Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
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All Day Star packages include:
►► 5,000

vertical metres

►► Certified

ACMG/IFMGA Ski Guide

►► Equipment
►► Breakfast
►► Up

rentals

buffet, gourmet mountain lunch, and après

to 4 guests per group in an A-Star helicopter or

5 guests per group in a Bell 407 helicopter
(depending on availability)
►► Exclusive

use of private helicopter (enquire about

options for multiple groups)
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Day Heli
You’ve waited long enough.
A taste. A teaser. A try. This is where it all begins.
Our single day packages are ideal for first time
heli skiers or as part of a longer multi-element
itinerary.
The 3 Run Powder Excursion is all about the
experience, offering an amazing introduction to
heli skiing with a full day spent getting to know
the stunning Selkirk and Monashee Mountains
we call home. The more advanced 5 Run Powder
Adventure is a bigger day out, perfect for powder
hungry skiers and riders looking to move at a
faster pace through our incredible and varied
tenure. Complement your heli ski adventure with
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a day at Revelstoke Mountain Resort enjoying the
Most Vertical in North America. Go ahead, check
this one off your bucket list!
All Day Heli packages include:
►► 3

or 5 runs

►► Certified

ACMG/IFMGA Ski Guides

►► Equipment
►► Breakfast
►► Up

rentals

buffet, gourmet mountain lunch, and après

to 10 guests per group in a Bell 205 helicopter

►► Maximum
►► Optional

3 groups per helicopter

accommodation at The Sutton Place Hotel

POWDER ADVENTURE GUEST, 2016

An
absolutely epic day of heli
“My favourite soundtrack to heli skiing is the whoops and yells
of close friends skiing powder! With a small group you distill
with
Selkirk Tangiers!
the essence of heli skiing and amplify the experience. It’s life
Can’t
recommend
these guys
enough
changing
- just thinking
about
it putsfora providing
big goofyan
grin on my face
amazing
Simplypumping.”
exceptional.
and getstime.
my heart

Henry
ColettePickett,
PoirierUK
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2 Day No Frills
One day of heli skiing is never enough.
1. Wake up to a full breakfast buffet. 2. Shred
deep powder lines throughout the Selkirk and
Monashee Mountains. 3. Après ski by a log fire
as the sun sets. 4. Repeat.
Our 2 Day No Frills option is quickly becoming one
of our most popular packages, and it’s easy to see
why: 10 runs over 2 ski days means more time
on snow and greater flexibility when it comes to
terrain selection and weather.

their own accommodation and dining options
around Revelstoke, while still enjoying a taste of
the multi-day experience.
All 2 Day No Frills packages include:
►► 10

►► Certified
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ACMG/IFMGA Ski Guides

►► Equipment
►► Breakfast
►► Up

Confident skiers and riders can set a faster pace
and get the chance to tackle more challenging
lines and all guests have the freedom to explore

runs over two heli ski days
rentals

buffet, gourmet mountain lunch and après

to 10 guests per group in a Bell 205 helicopter

►► Maximum
►► Optional

3 groups per helicopter

accommodation at The Sutton Place Hotel
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PRESENTED BY

Because the sky’s the limit.
As its name suggests, Pinnacle represents the
zenith of luxury in heli skiing. Your experience
starts with a personal vacation planner who
will craft the perfect heli ski adventure for you
beginning with unlimited accommodation options
mastheaded by two exclusive properties; the
Sutton Place Penthouse or the world famous
Bighorn Lodge – 2013 & 2014 recipient of World’s
Best Ski Chalet at the World Ski Awards.
From there, your heli ski vacation is customized
to satisfy the most discerning tastes. A helicopter
pickup can be arranged from the nearest airports
or land your private jet directly in Revelstoke.
A private chef will treat you to a world class
culinary experience, a personal spa and masseuse
will maximize your relaxation, and your private
service staff will tailor your stay to your request.
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Let’s not forget this is a ski vacation – at your
disposal is a senior STHS lead guide, helicopter
and pilot offering you spectacular heli skiing in
our magnificent tenure. There is simply no
comparison as the Pinnacle offers unparalleled
service and a customized experience designed to
make your ultimate ski fantasy a reality.
All Pinnacle packages include:
Private Heli Skiing
Certified ACMG/IFMGA Ski Guide
►► Equipment rentals
►► Gourmet cuisine
►► Luxury accommodations
►► From 4 to 11 guests per group
►► Exclusive use of private helicopter (enquire
about options for multiple groups)
►► Unlimited customization
►►
►►
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Summer Adventures
The grass is greener on the other side.
The alpine landscape surrounding Revelstoke
is a vast and varied wilderness. Explore jagged
ridgelines, beautiful alpine meadows, and ancient
glaciers from a unique bird’s-eye view. Enjoy
activities for all levels of adventure - ranging from
alpine picnics to mountaineering and heli biking.
There’s no better way to appreciate the beauty
of the Selkirk and Monashee Mountains than by
helicopter, and our summer adventures provide
the perfect opportunity to see the other side of
the mountains you know and love from winter.
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2017 SUMMER

Whether you’re enjoying a heli picnic in an alpine
meadow, or an epic mountain bike descent, you’ll
make memories that last a lifetime.
Summer Heli Adventures include:
►► Alpine

Picnics

►► Hiking
►► Glacier

Treks

►► Mountaineering
►► Biking
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Experience the Most Vertical in North America from
Revelstoke’s only ski-in/ski-out accommodation.
Your vacation to Canada’s powder capital wouldn’t
be complete without visiting Revelstoke Mountain
Resort - a Mountain Collective destination - to
experience its world-famous lift-accessed powder
and descents spanning the greatest vertical drop
in North America.
Enjoy endless fall-line corduroy, 4 alpine bowls,
and world-famous Selkirk tree skiing spread over
65 runs and gladed areas. Mt. Mackenzie’s conical
shape gives easy access to all terrain with just
five lifts, including the eight-passenger Revelation
Gondola; an engineering feat that travels 3,547
vertical feet from the village base to the upper
mountain.
Just 10 minutes away from Highway 1 and
downtown Revelstoke, stay slopeside at The
Sutton Place Hotel while enjoying easy access to
many amenities and tourist attractions.
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The Sutton Place Hotel is located in the center of
the resort village and is Revelstoke’s only ski-in,
ski-out accommodation. Three buildings are
connected by underground heated parking and
serviced by a beautifully appointed central lobby.
The 222 luxurious guest suites feature luxurious
amenities, ski and snowboard storage, and
spacious balconies.
Customise your heli skiing package:
Add days at Revelstoke Mountain Resort to
warm up for your trip
►► Take a Cat/Heli Prep lesson with Snow School
►► Use your Mountain Collective free days
►► Upgrade your stay to The Sutton Place Hotel
and enjoy a complimentary hotel-to-heli shuttle
on your heli skiing days.
►►

WWW.REVELSTOKEMOUNTAINRESORT.COM
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KM

5

10

TO CALGARY

Staging Area

Heli Base

Revelstoke Mountain Resort
& The Sutton Place Hotel

SISSONS GLACIER

Selkirk Tangiers Heli Skiing
& The Hillcrest Hotel

NAME

TANGIERS GLACIER

500,000 Acres of
Exclusive Terrain
Impressive size, unbelievable features,
endless run options... and it’s all yours!
Our tenure in the Selkirk and Monashee mountain ranges is huge; so big and with
so many features that we continue to discover new runs every winter. We offer
exclusive access to arguably the best terrain in the world. Wide-open glaciers,
alpine meadows, and massive, old-growth forests are just some of the majestic
terrain options you will discover while heli skiing with Selkirk Tangiers.

Powder Performer Run

CHARITY GLACIER
SERAC

OUTSULATION

TO KELOWNA & VANCOUVER
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TENURE MAP
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In The Best Hands

Your Stay, Not Far Away

The safety of our guests, staff, and
pilots is our top priority.

The Hillcrest Hotel, a Coast Resort: STHS headquarters
and your heli ski home base.

Selkirk Tangiers is committed to a culture of
safety and awareness, and our guides and pilots
are trained and certified to the highest levels in
their professions. Through proper safety training
and by providing the necessary backcountry gear,
guests will be given a thorough understanding of
the mountain environment they will be accessing.
Videos on avalanche, mountain, and helicopter
safety can be found at selkirk-tangiers.com.

Just minutes from downtown Revelstoke in its
own natural, private setting, enjoy the remote
lodge experience without the extra travel or
isolation. With beautiful views of the Monashee
Mountains, The Hillcrest offers a variety of amenities to complement the luxury heli ski experience
of Selkirk Tangiers including indoor and outdoor
hot tubs, steam room, sauna, fully-equipped

“

A key strength to our operation is our
guiding team whose priority is your safety.
Our professional and skilled guides are dedicated
to delivering you the best possible ski product on a
daily basis. Much goes into planning a day that is
appropriate for the weather and snow conditions.
At our morning guides’ meeting, 125+ years of
combined experience is often brought to the table.
Detailed, site-specific weather forecasting products,
industry-wide avalanche forecasting tools, up to the
minute satellite and radar imagery as well as neighbouring operation field reports enable us to make
the best possible decisions about where to take
you skiing. After the ski day, our evening guides’
meeting consolidates all observations, testing and
data from the field which helps us prepare for the
following day.

fitness studio, and day spa. Start your day off
right with a morning stretch class and retrieve
your warm, dry outerwear from the exclusive
boot and gear drying room. The Mountain Guides’
Lounge provides the ideal, cosy atmosphere for
après-ski while the fabulous dining room will
delight with a variety of dishes, featuring
international and continental cuisine.

“

JEFF HONIG, OPERATIONS MANAGER
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SAFETY AT STHS

THE HILLCREST HOTEL
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Revelstoke

Prince George

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

ALBERTA

Fort McMurray

Whitehorse

Edmonton
Red Deer

Calgary

Compare Packages
It’s all heli skiing, and it’s all good.
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Direct Flights
Daily Shuttle

With new weekly flights from Vancouver to
Revelstoke with NewLeaf for 2016/17 and
regularly scheduled daily shuttles and private
transfers to and from Kelowna International
Airport (YLW) 2.25 hours to the south, as well as
Calgary International Airport (YYC) 4.75 hours to
the east, the pilgrimage to reach our legendary
powder skiing has never been easier. Call our
reservations agents at 1.800.663.7080 for the
latest information on private transfers or
alternative travel options.

Driving Times

Pricing From

Number of Runs

3-7

1

3-7

$905

$1,035

$1,905

$3,415

$5,085

$8,280

$27,920

12,000

15,000

5,000

15,000

3

5

5+

4-5

4-5

4-5

3 - 10

Price per Extra Run

$80

$80

Guests per Group

10

10
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Flights From

Bell 205 Helicopter

•

•

•

Airlines Available

Upon Request
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Flights & Airlines
●●

Bell 407 Helicopter

○

○

○

○

Air North

●

A-Star B2 Helicopter

○

○

○

○

●

Air Transat

●

Powder Ski/Snowboard Rental

Dallas

●

Alaska Airlines

Denver

●

American Airlines

●

Amsterdam

●

Air Canada

Calgary

●

Chicago

●●

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Backcountry Safety Training

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Canadian North

●

Honolulu

●

Central Mountain Air

Las Vegas

●

Delta Airlines

●

Dining

London

●

Horizon Air

●

Breakfast, Lunch & Apres

●●

Jazz

●

All Meals

Montreal

●

KLM

●

New York

●

Lufthansa

●

Calgary

4.75 Hours

413

257

Paris

●

NewLeaf

●

• Included

Vancouver

7 Hours

631

392

Phoenix

North Western Air

●

○ Optional

Kelowna

2.25 Hours

199

124

San Diego

●

U.S. Airways

●

Kamloops

2.5 Hours

210

130

San Francisco

●

United Airlines

●●

Advanced

Seattle

7.5 Hours

674

419

Seattle

●●

WestJet

●●

Expert

Spokane

6 Hours

460

286

Tokyo

●
●●●

•

Accommodation

Kilometres Miles

Vancouver

•

•

●

● Kelowna ● Calgary

•

•

Frankfurt

●●

•

•

●

Toronto

•

•

British Airways

●●

•

ACMG/IFMGA Guides

●●

Los Angeles

•

Avalanche Safety Equipment

Edmonton

●●

•

Safety

Drive Time

GETTING TO REVELSTOKE

3-7

Vertical Metres From

Departure
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2

Recommended For

Getting to Revelstoke
Make it easy on yourself!

1

Days Skiing

Intermediate

Expert +

○

The Sutton Place Hotel
Hillcrest Hotel

•

•

○

The Sutton Place Penthouse

○

Whiteworth Chalet

○

Bighorn Chalet

○

Bison Lodge

○

● Revelstoke

COMPARE PACKAGES
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Ability
Guide
Find the heli ski package
that’s perfect for you.

There is a misconception that heli skiing is an
extreme sport or restricted to experts only; in
fact, we have programs that cater to intermediate skiers and riders in addition to our more
advanced options. Of course, we recommend
that guests have a certain level of comfort and
experience in powder prior to embarking on a
heli ski adventure and, as such, we encourage
those who are unsure to enroll in a Cat/Heli
Prep Day at Revelstoke Mountain Resort.
This program provides a sneak peek at the type
of terrain you can anticipate on your day of
heli skiing. It will also assess your ability to ski
off-piste.

Recommended Packages
Powder Excursion, Day Star

Intermediate
“I can ski/board any intermediate open run with
ease and enjoy soft snow conditions. I’m slower off
groomed trails if conditions aren’t perfect, but I’m
still able to make it to the bottom comfortably and
in control. I enjoy a full day exploring all types of
terrain, but multiple days might be challenging.”

Advanced
“I can ski/board advanced terrain & trees comfortably and in control at higher speeds. I enjoy riding
in powder and have experience. I’m physically fit
enough for multiple full days on the mountain.”

Expert
“I normally ski/board advanced terrain and I’m
always looking for deeper snow. I don’t need to be
the fastest, and air time isn’t required for my day to
be a success, but I enjoy small drops. I’m fit enough
for full days and I try to get as many as I can.”

Expert +
“I can ski/board anything, fast, from first chair until
last call. If there’s powder on the mountain, I’ll find

Powder Adventure, 2 Day No Frills, 3-5
Day Classic, Dream Star, Day Star

it and ride it with ease. Deep snow, tree runs, airs,
and steep terrain are what I’m looking for.”

Powder Adventure, 2 Day No Frills,
5-7 Day Classic, Day Star, Dream Star
Day Star, Dream Star, Steeps Camp
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ABILITY GUIDE
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PO BOX 130, REVELSTOKE BC, V0E2S0

1.800.663.7080
selkirk-tangiers.com
selkirktangiers
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